KEEPER SPOTLIGHT WITH LED 7.5W WARM WHITE BULB X8
https://lightingsolutions.co.ke/product/keeper-spotlight-de-0470-neg/

MATT BLACK DECORATIVE PENDANT BOWL WITH 8W LED E27 X 2
https://lightingsolutions.co.ke/product/matt-black-decorative- pendant-bowl-de-0488-neg/

STANDARD WHITE PLASTIC SWITCHES

STANDARD WHITE PLASTIC DOUBLE SOCKET

PULL SWITCH

GENERIC LED BLACK CLIP ON READING LIGHT X8

ELECTRICAL PLAN
SCALE 1:50
TENT WALL BEADED TO DOOR FRAME
25MM CHS CLOTHES RAIL PAINTED BLACK
90X45 LGS PANEL WITH 600 CENTRES
127X64 I BEAM
50X75X3 RHS POSTS
HEIGHT DEPENDENT ON TERRAIN
50X50X2 ANGLE IRON X BRACING IF REQUIRED
400X400X100 FOOTINGS CLASS 20 CONCRETE WITH D10 GRID WITH 250X250X8 STEEL BASE PLATE TIED TO D10 TO WELD POSTS INTO SET MIN 600MM INTO GROUND & FILLED WITH WELL COMPACTED MURRAM

4"X2" SECTION SET INTO WALL
20mm PLYWOOD OPEN WARDROBE WHITE PAINT FINISH 600MM DEEP
BACK OF DECK APP 300 FROM GROUND LEVEL

1A SECTION D1
SCALE 1:50

1B SECTION D1
SCALE 1:50

2 SECTION D2
SCALE 1:50

3 SECTION D3
SCALE 1:50
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Mellbye Interiør Arkitektur
BULL Arkitektur
SANITARY WARE

Charlotte White Dual Top Flush Toilet Suite - 2 Per Tent

Koko Kameo White Drop-In Basin - 550 x 470mm - 4 Per Tent

Tivoli Porta Romana Chrome Basin Mixer Pillar Type - 4 Per Tent

Tivoli Round Chrome Shower Head - 200mm - 2 Per Tent
https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showers/shower-heads/tivoli-round-chrome-shower-head-200mm-product.html

Tivoli Kevon Chrome Shower Mixer - 2 Per Tent

King Stylus Bottle Trap - 4 Per Tent
https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/basins/plumbing/king-stylus-bottle-trap-product.html

Cosmo Chrome Shower Arm - 300mm - 2 Per Tent
https://www.ctm.co.ke/bathrooms/showers/shower-heads/cosmo-chrome-shower-arm-300mm-product.html
SCALPED EDGES ON FLY CONFIRM SIZE BEFORE PRODUCTION

BEIGE D400 RIPSTOP

BLACK NETTING 70%

TENT MANUFACTURER TO QUOTE FOR 16MM CURTAIN RAIL POWDER COATED CHARCOAL AND WHITE CALICO PRE SHRUNK CURTAINS WITH 50% GATHER WITH FABRIC LOOPS.

OLIVE D500 RIPSTOP

CHOCOLATE PVC

TENT PERSPECTIVE

SCALE
TENT A 8 PERSON

FIXED WINDOW
EXTERNAL STORM FLAP
INTERNAL FOLD UP FLAP WITH HOOKS ONLY - NO ZIP

SCALE 1:30
16MM CURTAIN RAIL
POWDER COATED CHARCOAL AND
WHITE CALICO PRE SHRUNK
CURTAINS WITH 50% GATHER WITH
FABRIC LOOPS.

REMOVABLE NETTING PANEL
T&U ZIP
EXTERNAL STORM FLAP
INTERNAL CURTAIN LOOPS

150 MM EXCESS PVC FOR FIXING TO DECK

TENT SIDE D
SCALE 1:30
VOID TO BE CUT ON SITE
& BEADED TO DOOR FRAME WITH 50X20 SOFT WOOD BEADING BY MAIN CONTRACTOR
42X1.5 CHS STEEL FRAME WITH CHARCOAL POWDER COAT FINISH

THESE EAVE LONGER THAN REST

TREATED GUM POLE POSTS APP 90MM DIA WITH GALVANIZED FOOTINGS AND CAPS

FOOTING PLATE WITH ALLOWANCE TO FASTEN TO DECK

FRAME PERSPECTIVE

SCALE
ALL MEASUREMENTS FROM CENTRE OF CHS
ALL MEASUREMENTS FROM CENTRE OF CHS
ALL MEASUREMENTS TO TOP OF CHS

FRAME BAY SECTION
SCALE 1:30